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Abstract. We study the following fault tolerant variant of the interval
group testing model: Given three positive integers n, p, e, determine the
minimum number of questions needed to identify a (possibly empty) set
P ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} (|P | ≤ p), under the following constraints. Questions
have the form “Is I∩P 6= ∅?”, where I can be any interval in {1, 2 . . . , n}.
Up to e of the answers can be erroneous or lies. Questions are to be
organized in batches of non-adaptive questions. Therefore, questions in
a given batch can be formulated relying only on the information gathered
with the answers to the questions in the previous batches.
The study of interval group testing is motivated by several applications.
Among others, it has applications to the problem of identifying splice
sites in a genome. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
consider fault tolerant strategies for interval group testing.
We completely characterize the fully non-adaptive situation and provide
tight bounds for the case of two batch strategies. Our bounds only differ
by a factor of
√
11/10 for the case p = 1 and at most 2 in the general
case.
1 Introduction
Problem Statement. In this paper we consider fault tolerant algorithms for
the variant of group testing arising when the search space is a linearly ordered set
and the queries are constrained to be intervals of this set. This is called interval
group testing. More precisely, an instance of the problem is given by two non-
negative integers p and n and a subset P ⊆ O = {1, 2, . . . , n}, such that |P | ≤ p.
The set O is the search space and P is the set of positive objects that have to be
identified. Queries (tests) are constrained to be intervals {i, i+ 1, . . . , j − 1, j},
for some i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. The target is to identify P by using the minimum
possible number of queries. We assume that tests are arranged in stages: in each
stage a certain number of tests is performed non-adaptively, while tests of a given
stage can be determined depending on the outcomes of the tests in all previous
stages. Finally, we assume that up to a finite number e of the answers might be
erroneous or lies.
For each value of the parameters n, p, s, e we want to determine N (n, p, s, e),
the worst-case number of tests that are necessary (and sufficient) to successfully
identify all positives in a search space of cardinality n, under the hypothesis that
the number of positives is at most p, s-stage algorithms are used and up to e
answers are lies.
Our Results. We focus on strategies that use adaptiveness at most once, i.e.,
strategies with questions organized in one or two batches of non adaptive queries.
In fact, according to [?] ... the technicians who implement the pooling strategies
generally dislike even the 3-stage strategies that are often used [. . .]. The pools
are either tested all at once or in a small number of stages (usually at most
2). We exactly determine N(n, p, 1, e) and provide very tight bounds for the
N(n, p, 2, e) that in the case p = 1 at most differ by a factor of
√
11/10, and at
most by a factor 2 in all the other cases. We remark that these are the first non
trivial results on fault tolerant interval group testing procedures.
Motivations and Related Research.
Group testing is a basic paradigm in the theory of combinatorial search which
has proved to be useful in a variety of situations such as quality control, multiple
access communication, computational molecular biology, data compression, and
data streams algorithms among the others (see [5, 6, 8, 13, 16, 3]).
Our main motivation for the study of interval group testing comes from its
application to the problem of determining exon-intron boundaries within a gene
[14, 17]. In a very simplified model, a gene is a collection of disjoint substrings
within a long string representing the DNA molecule. These substrings are called
exons, and the substrings separating them are called introns. Each boundary
point linking an exon and an intron is called a splice site, because introns are
spliced out during transcription. Determining the splice sites is an important
task, e.g., when searching for mutations associated with a gene responsible for a
disease.
In [17] a new experimental protocol is proposed that searches for the exons
boundaries using group testing. This consists of selecting two positions in the
cDNA, a copy of the original genomic DNA from which introns have been spliced
out, and determine whether they are at the same distance as they were in the
original genomic DNA string. If these distances do not coincide then at least one
intron (and hence a splice site) must be present in the genomic DNA between
the two selected positions. The formulation of splice sites identification as a
group testing problem with interval queries is explicitly stated in [12, 14, 17].
The advantages of splice site detection by distance measurements over sequence-
based methods using, e.g., Hidden Markov Models are that this method works
without expensive sequencing of genomic DNA and it gives the results directly
from experiments, without relying on inference rules. The work [17] and the book
[14] report about the experimental evaluation, on real data, of the algorithm
ExonPCR, that finds exon-intron boundaries within a gene. The authors of [17]
give also a simple asymptotic analysis of their Θ(log n)-stage algorithm. The
question was whether there exist less obvious but more efficient query strategies
for Interval Group Testing, and more importantly, algorithms able to cope with
the technical limitation of the experiments, remarkably with errors. We remark
that non-adaptive strategies are desirable in this context, in order to avoid long
waiting periods, however a totally non-adaptive algorithm (with s = 1) needs
unreasonably many queries. We can trade more stages for fewer queries. In [1]
the first rigorous algorithmic study of the problem was presented, and for the
case s ≤ 2 a precise evaluation of N (n, p, s) was given. In the present paper we
sharpen our earlier results for s ≥ 3, as stated above. In [2] a sharper asymptotic
estimation of N(n, p, s, 0) was given that is optimal up to the constant of the
main term in the case of large s.
Interval group testing also arises in other domains like: detecting holes in a
gas pipe [5, 4], finding faulty links in an electrical or communication network,
data gathering in sensor networks [9–11].
2 Definitions and Notation
In this section we present some concepts necessary to understand the following
sections, as well as the notation used in the text. The set of objects where we try
to find the positives is usually simply described as a set of size n. In these cases,
we always mean the set of integers [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. By abuse of notation we
shall use square bracket to denote intervals in [n]. Then, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n,
we shall use [i, j] to denote the set {i, i + 1, . . . , j}. By definition each query
asks about the intersection of a given interval with the set of positive elements.
Therefore, we shall identify a query with the interval it specifies. We say that a
query Q ≡ [i, j] covers an element k ∈ [n] if k ∈ [i, j].
A query Q ≡ [i, j] has two boundaries: the left, (i − 1, i), and the right,
(j, j + 1). For the sake of definiteness, we assume that, for any a, a the query
[1, a] has left boundary (0, 1), and the query [a, n] has right boundary (n, n+1).
A multiset of queries Q defines a set of boundaries B(Q) = {(i1, i1 +1), (i2, i2 +
1), . . .}, where ik < ik+1. Every interval of type {ik+1, ik+2, . . . , ik+1} is called
a piece. Because every query has two distinct boundaries, but two queries may
share some boundaries, we have |B(Q)| ≤ 2 |Q|. A boundary B of a piece P is
said to be turned to the piece if there is a query Q such that P ⊂ Q and B is also
a boundary of Q. A piece is called a 2-piece if both its boundaries are turned to
it. A piece that has only one of it boundaries turned to it is called a 1-piece. If
none of the boundaries of a piece are turned to it, the piece is called a 0-piece.
Figure 1 illustrate the definitions given so far.
Fig. 1. Graphic summary of the concepts presented so far. The thicker line represents
the set [n] of objects. There are two interval queries, which partition the objects set
into 5 pieces.
We also define a YES set for Q as a set of query intervals in Q that are
answered YES consistently with a choice of the positives and of the number of
errors in the answers not violating the standing rules of the game. A YES set is
called specific if the intersection of all its queries correspond to a single piece,
otherwise it is called unspecific. More formally, a YES set Y ⊂ Q is specific if




Notice that a YES set can be unspecific for different reasons, e.g., when more
than one positive is in P or when only one or no positives are in P and one or
more answers are lies.
3 Non-adaptative Interval Group Testing with One Error
We start our analysis with the case of 1 stage strategies. In fact, the results in
this section will be the basis for the analysis of the more complicated two batch
case.
The following two theorems completely characterize 1-stage e-fault tolerant
interval group testing.






Proof. The lower bound directly follows from the following claim.
Claim. In any strategy identifying the (only) positive or correctly reporting P =
∅, there are at least 2e+1 questions’ boundaries (i, i+1) for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Fix a strategy where for a specific i ∈ [n] there are b ≤ 2e questions with
a boundary (i, i + 1). Let Q be the set of such questions and Q1 the set of all
questions in Q that contain i. Assume, without loss of generality, that |Q1| ≥
|Q \ Q1|.
Suppose that the adversary answers i) NO to all the questions having empty
intersection with {i, i+ 1}, ii) YES to all questions including both i and i+ 1,
iii) YES to exactly ⌈|Q2 |⌉ questions in Q1 and NO to the remaining ones in Q1,
iv) answers YES to all the questions in Q \ Q1.
A moment reflection shows that, due to the possibility of having up to e
erroneous answers, the above set of answers does not allow to determine whether
i or i+ 1 is an element of P 3.
Therefore, any strategy that is able to correctly identify P must use in total
at least (2e+1)(n+1) boundaries. Then, the desired results follows by observing
that each question can cover at most 2 boundaries.
We now turn to the upper bound. Direct inspection shows that for n ≤ 3
there exists a strategy attaining the desired bound.
For each k ≥ 2, let A2k+1 = {[1, 2], [2, 4], [4, 6], . . . , [2k − 2, 2k], [2k, 2k + 1]}
and A12k = {[2, 2k− 1], [3, 2k− 2], . . . , [k, k+ 1]}, A22k = {[1, k], [k+ 1, 2k]}, and
A32k = {[1, k]}.
For n ≥ 4, the following strategy attains the desired bound.
3 In particular, for the cases, i = 0 (respectively i = n) the ambiguity is whether P
contains no elements or the element is 1 (resp. n).
If n is odd, the strategy consists of asking 2e+ 1 times the questions in An.
These amount to (2e+ 1)⌈(n+ 1)/2⌉ = ⌈(2e+ 1)(n+1)/2⌉⌉ questions and they
clearly cover 2e+ 1 times each boundary (i, i+ 1), for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
If n is even, let k = n/2. Now, the strategy consists of asking 2e+1 times the
questions in A1n, plus e+1 times the questions in A2n, plus e times the questions
in A3n. In total, in this case, the strategy uses (2e+ 1)(k − 1) + 2(e+ 1) + e =
(2e+ 1)k + e+ 1 = ⌈(2e+ 1)(2k + 1)/2⌉ = ⌈(2e+ 1)(n+ 1)/2⌉, as desired.
For the case of more positives we can generalize the above statement as
follows.
Theorem 2. For all integers n ≥ 1, p ≥ 2, e ≥ 0, it holds that N (n, p, 1, e) =
(2e+ 1)n
Proof. The upper bound is trivially obtained by a strategy made of (2e + 1)
copies of the singleton questions {1}, {2}, . . . , {n}.
The lower bound is obtained proceeding as in the previous theorem. Here,
we argue that every strategy that correctly identifies P must ask, for each i =
1, 2, . . . , n−1, at least 2e+1 questions with boundary (i, i+1) and including i, and
at least 2e+1 questions with boundary (i, i+1) and including i+1.Moreover, it
must ask at least 2e+1 questions with boundary (0, 1) and 2e+1 questions with
boundary (n, n+1). For otherwise, assume that there exists i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−1},
such that one of the above 4e + 2 boundaries (i, i + 1) is missing. Proceeding
as in the proof of the previous theorem, it is possible to define an answering
strategy for the adversary such that it is not possible to discriminate between
the case P = {i} and the case P = {i, i+1}. Alternatively, if some of the above
boundaries (0, 1) (resp. (n, n+1)) are missing, the adversary can answer in such
a way that it is not possible to discriminate between the case P = ∅ or P = {1}
(resp. P = {n}).
4 Bounds for Two-Stage Strategies with One Positive
We adapt the bounds for the 2-stage strategy for 2 positives, given by Cicalese
et al. [1], to the case where a 2-strategy for at most one positive may contain at
most one error. In our case, the weights assigned to the piece pii is given by the
following scheme:
– A piece gets weight 12 if it may contain a positive only in the case an error
already occurred.
– A piece gets weight 32 if it may contain a positive, but it is not clear if an
error already occurred.
Notice that when we assign the weights according to this scheme, we auto-
matically adapt the following lemma to this case.
Lemma 1. ( [1][Lemma 2]) Consider a multiset of k YES sets, and for each
i = 1, 2, . . . , k and j = 1, 2, . . . , l, let wij be the weight of the jth piece in the
YES vector associated to the ith YES set. If there is r > 0 such that for all
j = 1, 2, . . . , l, it holds that
∑k
i=1 ≥ r, then an adversary can force at least nrk
queries in the second stage.
And the lemma above is the key for proving the following theorem:
Theorem 3. N (n, 1, 2, 1) ≥ √5n.
Proof. We show that we may achieve r ≥ 2.5 using at most t1+2 queries, where











To achieve r ≥ 2.5, we create a specific YES set for each piece created by the
t1 queries in the first stage. This already guarantees r ≥ 1.5. If we consider each
consecutive pair of pieces, we may see that they may fall in one of the following
cases, depending on how many boundaries separate them:
1 boundary: Consider the case where two pieces are separated by the boundary
(i, i + 1), which is the boundary of exactly one query. Even if a consistent
YES set indicates the piece containing i as the one having a positive, there
is the chance that exactly the query having the boundary (i, i + 1) failed.
In order to safely identify the positive, we need to investigate the piece
containing i+1. Notice that an error-free strategy may be used in this case.
The case where the piece containing i + 1 has the positive is symmetric.
As a consequence, each piece in a pair of neighbors separated by a single
boundary automatically gets an extra weight 12 .
2 boundaries: If exactly two queries have boundary (i, i + 1), a consistent
YES set always indicates precisely one of the pieces as the one containing a
positive. In these cases, we don’t get the extra weight of 12 for both neighbors.
However, we can use the fact that, since there is no piece between these two
boundaries, the number of pieces is at most 2t1 − 1, and so is the number
of YES sets used so far. Therefore we may create an unspecific YES set
involving both pieces. This gives us the desired extra weight 12 to each piece.
3 boundaries or more: Using the same argument as in the previous case, if
a pair of pieces is separated by more than 2 boundaries, then the number
of pieces is at most 2t1 − 2. We may use two of this extra pieces to create
a new specific YES set for each piece in the pair. At the end, each of the
pieces gets an extra weight of 32 .
The analysis of these cases shows that it is possible to extend the previously
suggested multiset of YES sets in such a way that each piece gets extra weight
1
2 from each of its neighbors. As a result, all the pieces, but the ones on the
extremities, surely have sum of weights at least 2.5. If it is necessary, we may
always create two extra consistent YES sets so that the pieces on the extremities
also get the desired total weight.
⊓⊔
For the upper bound in this case, we show a 2-stage query scheme which
is able to find a positive in a set of n elements using at most
√
5.5n. In this
strategy, we use two groups of queries, as shown in Fig. 2:
A Composed by tA overlapping queries that divide the set of objects in 2tA
pieces of the same size.
















Fig. 2. Query scheme used in the first stage of a 2-stage strategy. The thicker line
represents the set of objects, whereas all the other represent the a- and b-queries. In
the figure we may see the two patterns that compete for the worst case. Darker lines
indicate queries that answer YES.
An inspection of the possible YES sets gives us two situations that compete
for the worst case:
I. When only one b-query answers YES, it may be the case that this answer
is correct. This means that one of the a-queries lies. In any case, since at
most one error is allowed, the positive must be in one of the single-covered
pieces. As a consequence, all of these pieces covered by the b-query need
to be checked in the second stage. The good news is that we may use the
error-free approach to find the positive. The positive is surely in the portion
covered by a single b-query, otherwise we already have 2 errors. This gives
us n8rtA queries in the second stage.
II. When two a-queries answer YES, together with the corresponding b-query,
we must look for a positive in the piece corresponding to the overlapping
part as if there was no error. We also need to consider the hypothesis that
one of the a-queries gave the wrong answer. Therefore we the two pieces
corresponding to the non-overlapping part must also be investigated. In the
last case, we may take advantage of the fact that they are only possible in
the presence of one error, and use the error-free strategy on the two pieces
of size n2tA . This gives us a total of
5n
4tA
questions in the second stage.
The total number of queries used by this strategy is given by
min
(



















5 Bounds for Two-Stage Strategies with More Positives
Lemma 2.
N(n, p, 2, 1) ≥
√
6n(p− 1)−O(1).
Proof. Assume that the adversary accepts not to lie in the first phase. Moreover,
she/he agrees to put the positives into the p − 1 largest pieces defined by the
first stage of queries.
Notice that this information, exchanged between the questioner andf the
adversary, can only make the situation better for the questioner.
Let q be the number of questions in the first phase. These questions divide
the search space into at most 2q + 1 pieces. Hence, the largest p − 1 of these
pieces have total size at least (p− 1)n/(2q + 1).
Since each of these pieces might contain up to 2 positives, by Theorem 2 the
questioner has to ask at least 3 questions per element in each of these pieces.
So we have that the number of questions asked by an algorithm that uses q
queries in the first stage is at least q + 3(p− 1)n/(2q + 1).
Thus, minimizing over all possible values of q we have the desired bound.
Lemma 3.
N(n, p, 2, 1) ≤ 2
√
6n(p− 1).
Proof. We consider the following strategy, where q is a parameter to be decide
later. In the first stage, we divide the search space into q non-overlapping inter-
vals of equal size. We call them segments. We, then we ask twice one question
coinciding with each segment.
Let A be the set of segments such that the two corresponding questions are
answered YES. Let B the set of segments whose corresponding questions are an-
swered NO. Finally, let C the set of segments such that one of the corresponding
questions is answered YES and one is answered NO.
Since we are assuming at most one error, trivially, no question is necessary
in the second stage in each segment in B.
We also have |C| ≤ 1.
We can now have the following cases.
Case 1. |A| ≤ p − 1, |C| = 0. Then, since each segment pi might contain more
than 1 positive, and the adversary might still lie, by Theorem 2, 3|pi| questions
have to be asked in pi in the second stage. SInce all segments are of the same
size, in total we have 2q + 3|A|n/q questions are asked in this case.
Case 2. |A| ≤ p− 1, |C| = 1. Again, each segment pi might contain more than 1
positive. However, in this case the adversary has clearly already used a lie. Then,
by Theorem 2, for each segment pi ∈ A,, |pi| questions have to be asked in pi in
the second stage. Moreover, for the only segment γ, in C either |γ|/2 or 3|γ|/2
questions have to be asked, according as A contains p − 1 or less segments.
In fact, in the first case, γ can contain at most one positive, and Theorem 1
applies. Whilst in the second case, γ might contain more than one positive and
then Theorem 1 applies. Since all segments are of the same size, in total we have
2q + 3(p− 1)n/2q + n/2q questions in the first case and 2q + 3(|A|+ 1)n/2q in
the second case (|A| ≤ p− 2).
It is not hard to see that the worst situation for the questioner is given by
Case 1 with |A| = p− 1.
Thus, the above strategy uses in total at most 2q ++3(p− 1)n/q questions.
Minimizing with respect to q we have the desired bound.
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